Identifying severely atrophic cortical subregions in Alzheimer's disease.
The present study analyses the pattern of atrophy in anatomically discrete brain regions in prospectively-studied pathologically-confirmed patients with Alzheimer's disease (AD) and controls. Standard volumetric measurements were made of the entire cortex subdivided into 23 anatomical regions. Analyses determined regions of significant atrophy in AD and differences between the severity and rates of atrophy. Two levels of severity were found. Atrophy concentrated in medial temporal lobe structures as well as in inferior temporal and superior and middle frontal cortices. The degree of atrophy in these regions related to disease duration, consistent with an early and sustained disease process. The rate of atrophy was significantly greater for the fusiform gyrus. The inferior frontal lobes were entirely spared at all AD stages, while atrophy of other cortical regions was less marked and not related to disease duration, suggesting late involvement. Our findings show that the fusiform gyrus is particularly affected by AD, and suggest two levels of atrophy that correspond with published neurofibrillary tangle (most atrophic) and senile plaque (less atrophic) densities.